
 

Corning GOLD Certified 

CP Tech is proud to be a Corning Cable Systems (CCS)  
Cable Assembly House (CAH) Gold Partner.   We work  closely  
with CCS engineers and product  managers so we can offer the  
best quality Fiber Cables on the market.   
 
CP Technologies Fiber Optic manufacturing facility in Irvine, California, is  
independently audited by Corning and is also audited and approved for medical grade Fiber Optic production.   
 
Together with Corning and CCS, this is a testament to CP Tech’s commitment to Quality and Continuous Process  
Improvement in manufacturing. 

Call for your quote today!! 
Fast Delivery Time-Guaranteed 
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Pretium EDGE® Solutions jumpers are integrated reverse-polarity uniboot duplex assemblies that meet the high-density space re-

quirements of the MDA and EDA and provide a 50-percent reduction in bulk cabling when compared to traditional duplex jump-

ers. The highly flexible, 2-fiber interconnect cable reduces cable congestion, improves jumper management and routing and im-

proves air circulation. 

Enabled by Corning® ClearCurve® multimode optical fiber, Pretium EDGE® Solutions jumpers feature ultra-bendable performance 

and accommodate a minimum bend-radius of 10 mm with minimal bend-induced attenuation loss. With this bend performance, 

Pretium EDGE Solutions jumpers can greatly reduce outages and degradation in systems caused by severe bending problems. 

NEW!  

Pretium EDGE™ Reverse Polarity Uniboot 

CAH Connectionssm Gold Program 
The Corning Cable Systems CAH Connections Gold Program represents the highest standard for manufacturers of optical patch 
cords.  The companies in the program have demonstrated a proven  track record of manufacturing and business excellence.   
These companies have a commitment to purchasing Corning Cable Systems materials, fiber optic cable and connectors, adhere to 
recommended manufacturing processes, and are subjected to annual audits conducted by Corning Cable Systems.   
 
 

Pretium EDGE™ Reverse Polaity Uniboot which provides quick and  
easy  polarity management in the field without any  
tooling requirements in three steps: 
 
 
1. Rotate boot 45º, sliding and lifting trigger to remove from assembly 
2. Rotate LC connectors 180º 
3. Reinstall trigger, rotating boot back to original position 

www.cptechusa.com ◦ (800) 876-8889  

Jumpers and Multi-Fiber 


